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SPECIAL 25TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION 

Dear Howler—HAPPY 25th BIRTHDAY!  

 

Back when Kersti, Ken and Terry ran the partnership they took me on board to free 
up time for Kersti to complete her behavioural specialist degree in the USA. At that 
time, she asked me to create a Newsletter for Seaforth Vets, which I was happy to 
do.  I called it the “Howler” as a pun on a fictional newspaper in a DC comic “The 
Daily Bugle”.  The logo was a howling dog, broadcasting his news to all the deni-
zens of Seaforth and surrounds.  For the next 17 years I pushed on with its produc-
tion.  Four editions a year.  Everyone an original, not like many vets who these days 
just stick their name on some cloned newsletter!  At that stage I passed the baton to 
Dr Libby who edited the next Howler for 3-4 years until finally it came to its current 
form, organised and edited by Kath Salier for the last few years and now under the 
auspices of our Practice Manager Maria. 

So, 25 years on I thought it a good time to write another article!  Now 25 years, that 
is a ¼ of a century!  A long time for a small newsletter to exist.  Something for all of 
us to be proud of.  Don’t know how or why, but we got regular requests from the Na-
tional Library to send them a copy every time it became available.   Checking our 
MYOB records (which do not go back the full 25 years) I noticed in that time we 
have employed more than 80 staff (not including heaps of kennel hands) who often 
contributed articles.  It’s a blast from the past to read the older articles.  Many staff 
readily contributed articles others needed an arm twist!  But there it is, frozen in time 
a “Block Universe” of Howlers.  Slicing time into bites of three months thick.  Thanks 
to the web you can now view just about all copies of the Howler on line at http://
svh55.com.au/newsletter.html.  In our waiting room we have an aged hard copy ar-
chive you can browse during your hopefully short wait to see your favourite vet! 

So once again, congratulations to the Howler!  In another 25 years I won’t be here 
(or anywhere!) and hopefully someone will still be toiling over the 50

th
 year of the 

Howler.  Can’t wait to read that one! 

Thanks to all the staff who have helped, much appreciated. 

Dr Rob 

25 YEARS – THE BIG ISSUE 

The Seaforth Howler 

Autumn 2021 

http://svh55.com.au/newsletter.html
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Drinking too much water, that is… 
 
Maybe you’ve noticed your cat at the water bowl more often, or you might have noticed that she/he has suddenly started 

drinking from dripping taps, the bottom of the shower recess or even from glasses of water you leave around the house. 

If you notice that your kitty is drinking more than usual, this could be a warning sign that a health issue is developing, and 

a good reason to come in for a health check.   

There are a number of different causes of increased water intake, when you come into the clinic we’ll ask you a series of 

questions including 

• Have you been able to measure how much your cat drinks in 24 hours? Only really possible for those kitties who 

only drink out of a bowl 

• Has there been any change in diet? 

• Have there been any changes in your home? 

• How is her/his appetite? Increased? Decreased? 

• Do you think your cat has put on weight or lost weight? 

• Has he/she been using the kitty litter more often? 

• Have you noticed if she/he is passing small amounts of urine frequently? Or passing large amounts of urine? 

• Is he/she licking the area under the tail frequently? 

• Any change in behaviour or mood? 

Then we’ll discuss further testing, which can include blood tests, urine tests and sometimes imaging such as ultrasound 

or X rays. 

Some of the possible causes of increased thirst include (but are not limited to) 

• Kidney disease 

• Hyperthyroidism (an overactive thyroid gland) 

• Diabetes 

• Bladder infections or inflammation 

• Urinary crystals or stones 

• Liver disease 

While this list might seem alarming, the sooner an issue is noticed and treated the better the outcome.  If we can work 

with you to find out what is causing your kitty’s thirst, we can start treatment and help your cat have a long and happy 

life. 

 

  

 CATS WITH DRINKING PROBLEMS by Dr Marianne Gould 



Anal glands are two small sac-like structures just inside the anus that release an unmistakable, foul-smelling fluid.  Nor-
mally, when dogs and cats poop, a small amount of this fluid is squeezed on to the faeces and this helps pets mark their 
territory.  Cats, dogs, and many other animals have anal glands.  Humans do not. 
 
Sometimes the anal glands can become blocked, due to narrow anal gland ducts, or the area can become inflamed and 
the sacs don’t drain normally; not surprisingly this is a very uncomfortable condition.  This happens more frequently in 
dogs, we see it a lot less often in cats. 
 
 

Signs of blocked anal glands 
 

• Scooting across the floor to put pressure on the anal gland and release the fluid 
• Licking and biting under the tail and around the anal area 
• Treating blocked anal glands 
 
Our vets can clear (express) your pet’s anal glands, this is a quick (but smelly!) procedure that can be done without seda-
tion. If you think your pet has anal gland issues let us know during your normal consultation, or you can book your pet in 
for just an anal gland expression, if you don’t have any other pet health issues to discuss.  This is done at a reduced fee. 
Sometimes abscesses can form in anal glands, usually after they’ve been blocked for a while.  During an infection, pus 
builds up in the sac and the anal gland swells with the fluids and may even burst.  This abscess is extremely painful and 
should be treated immediately.  Although this is not a medical emergency, make an appointment to see us as soon as 
possible. 
 
 

 
 

Signs of anal gland abscess include scooting as well as 
 

• Discharge and matting of the hair around the anal area 

• Licking/biting the area  

• Swelling and redness of the anal area 

• Discomfort when sitting, not wanting to walk 

• Reluctance to squat and poop 

• Constipation and anal discharge 
• Being withdrawn and lethargic, loss of appetite 
 

Treating anal gland abscesses 
 
An abscess is painful for your pet so our vets will clean the abscess and treat the infection and give pain management. In 
some cases, anaesthesia or sedation is needed to clean the area.  
 

Treatment may include 
 

• Cleaning and flushing the anal duct to prevent fluid build up 

• Anti-inflammatory medications to reduce swelling and pain 
 
 

            Continued………... 
  

BOOTY PROBLEMS — BLOCKED ANAL GLANDS by Dr Marianne Gould 

Our vets can clear (express) your pet’s anal glands, this is a quick (but smelly!) 

procedure that can be done without sedation 

https://WWW.vin.com/vetzinsight/default.aspx?pId=756&id=8529972


Antibiotics to treat infection 

 
There may be additional tests needed depending on each case. Blood tests may be recommended, especially if anaes-
thesia is needed.  In complex or unusual cases where initial treatment isn’t working, culture or biopsy of the anal gland 
may be needed. 
 
Rechecking to make sure that the infection is clearing will be necessary. 
 

Can anal glands be removed? 
 
These sacs only produce scent markers and are not necessary for your pet’s health. In rare cases, if your pet has re-
peated infected and abscessed anal glands, surgery may be needed to remove the anal glands entirely. There are possi-
ble side-effects that makes surgery a last resort for chronic anal gland abscess sufferers.  
 
If your pet continues to have anal gland issues, please come and see us to discuss management options so that we can 
work with you to come up with the best plan to prevent discomfort and pain in your pet. 
 

 Prevention is better than cure 

BOOTY PROBLEMS — BLOCKED ANAL GLANDS continued… 

Did you know….. 

 The largest domestic cat is the Maine Coon 

 AILUROPHILE - is the name for a cat lover 

 Cats have 32 muscles in their ears.  They can turn their ears 180° and move them inde-

pendently as well! 

 The little spikes on a cat’s tongues can literally strip flesh off bones 

 Cats can be lactose intolerant.  Their mother’s milk, when compared to cows milk, only 

contains a small amount of lactose.  As kittens grow, the enzyme they produce to help 

them digest lactose (called lactase) decreases.  So if they are lactose intolerant and are giv-

en cows milk they can have diarrhoea and/or vomiting.  I imagine that many of the cats 

from our story books, lapping at a saucer of milk, actually ended up with quite sore tums! 

 



Jacqueline (Reception) 

 

I’m originally from The Netherlands, my husband and I moved to Australia in 2007.  I have had bunnies all my life so when 

we moved to Queensland and found out bunnies are not allowed as pets in Queensland, I was quite sad!  For the first time in 

my life I had no bunnies zooming and doing binkies around me!  

 

When we moved to Canberra in 2010 one of the first things we did (well, to be honest THE first thing we did ) was adopt a 

gorgeous bun which we called Semmie, because he looked like a Siamese cat.  Unfortunately Semmie passed away from a 

spider bite a few years later, we were unaware we had a funnel web spider in our apartment!  

We settled down in Sydney, I started working at Seaforth Vets in 2016 and FINALLY we were able to adopt a bunny again!  

Enter Vleckx (which means “spot” in Dutch), who is a very little Netherland Dwarf bun.  Our little apartment now belongs to 

Vleckx, we are his subjects, there is no longer room on the couch since every spot is claimed, he knows the sound of a ba-

nana being peeled, the opening of the raisins box, our crunching on ANY kind of food.  And he is, as most buns, addicted to 

spicy hay…. (anything which has electricity running through it!) 

 

At Seaforth Vets we are very lucky to have Vets that “know their rabbits” and I know Vleckxie will al-

ways be looked after with lots of care and compassion.  

 

Did you know that bunnies are really nice company to keep, especially if you do not have a lot of 

room at home? They do require (or actually DEMAND) free roam so they can enjoy their zoomies 

and binkies!  “Binkies” did you say?  And what are “zoomies”????  Zoomies: bun sprints around like 

a madman, jumping on your couch, bed, racing around the room.  Binkies: big jump in the air while 

twisting their behind at the same time:  I’m happy!  I like it here!  I like my hoomins!  I would LOVE to 

have more snacks!  

 

Diet: mostly hay, a little bit of pellets, a tiny amount of snacks/treats. Preferred bunny snack: banana.  

I kid you not: my bun does tricks for a sliver of banana!  

 

 

Kath (Reception) 

 

I started at SVH as a receptionist in 1991 – it seems like a lifetime ago!  Back then I had the privilege of working with Dr Cath 

Walker, Dr Terry Collins, Dr Hendrika Tegelaar and Dr Kersti Seksel, I had a lot to learn (I’m still learning)!  One of the nicest 

things about working at Seaforth has been the life-long friendships made with the nurses and fellow receptionists, I’m still 

friends with Jenny Coffey who trained me in ’91!  I’ve met some amazing clients and beautiful pets that I’ve loved as much 

as their owners. I’ve seen a lot changes in the hospital but what still remains is the absolute dedication of the staff to the pets 

in our care.   

 

STAFF MUSINGS by Jacqueline, Kath, Libby, Maria, Rachel & Virginia 

We asked some of our staff to write a little snippet about their time here, people they’ve worked with, clients 

or anything else that might interest them……... 



Libby (Vet) 

 

I’ve been an animal lover since before my dad took me to Taronga Zoo to draw the animals at about 4 or 5 years of age.  

Perhaps my grandparents having a farm had something to do with that. 

While becoming a vet was my goal from high school, I took the long way round and completed a Pharmacy degree and 

worked a year before deciding that pharmacy was not for me. 

 

I joined Seaforth Veterinary Hospital in 2004 as the part-time Saturday vet while I was completing a Diploma of Fine Art.  

I even side-stepped into molecular Biotechnology for a year before becoming a full-time member of Seaforth Veterinary 

Hospital. 

 

I currently am privileged to have a Corella, Jim, reside in my backyard and have a cat called Prince Harry – I didn’t name 

him! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maria (Practice Manager) 

 

I cant quite believe that on the 18
th
 February this year I had officially been working at Seaforth Veterinary Hospital for 10 

years!!  I started when my children were at primary school and now Oliver is in Year 12 and Tilly in Year 9 – of course I 

haven’t aged at all…. 

 

You might be surprised to know that there are actually a few of us that have been here for a very long time - vets, nurses 

and receptionists – actually I’m relatively new compared to some of them! 

We’re a funny little family with our ups and downs but the glue that keeps us together is our desire to care, heal and help 

our companion animals and wildlife.  Our love and passion for their wellbeing sees us coming back day after day, year 

after year. 

 

I started doing reception with hardly any idea about pets at all – my family had a dog when I was child and again as a 

teenager and I loved them dearly, I just didn’t know that much about them.  As you can imagine my learning curve was 

steep and fast – any second I had free I would grab the Veterinary books from the office or trawl the internet to learn as 

much as I could about our furry friends.  In fact it’s one of the things I love the most about working here – I learn some-

thing new every day!   When Jane, our Practice Manager left, I offered to take over some of her jobs to help out whilst 

they found a new Manager, but here I am almost 6 years later now  the Practice Manager! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Continued…... 

 

STAFF MUSINGS continued... 



Rachel (Head Nurse) 

 

Nursing at SVH has allowed me to care for a wide variety of animals over many years.  When I was a child, dogs were 
free to roam and I ‘rescued’ many adventurous hounds that I lured home from streets and playgrounds.  Wildlife was 
more common in our suburbs and I often took injured birds and animals to local vets or Taronga Zoo.  I've always been 
happy that SVH is well known and trusted by wildlife groups, with the nurses playing a lead role in their care.  

I also count myself fortunate to have played a part in the life stages of so many SVH patients and their peoples over the 
years.  They form the outer circle of my ‘animal family’ while my own inner circle is mostly made up of rescues and 
strays I have collected from SVH.  This, of course, includes our own clinic cats, of whom there have been 5 since I have 
been working here.  Over this time, I have also enjoyed working with many wonderfully passionate people who have 
dedicated so much time and energy to animal well-being in a difficult, emotionally demanding but incredibly rewarding 

profession. 

Virginia (Reception and Puppy Trainer) 

 

I was sitting watching the equestrian events at the Sydney Olympics when Terry Collins rang to offer me a role at Sea-

forth Veterinary Hospital.   It was a thrilling and memorable day. 

 

After a couple of decades in fairly involved administrative roles, when I met with Terry I told him I was looking for some-

thing completely different.   The past 2 decades at SVH have more than lived up to that aspiration.  

 

I started working at Reception, went on to complete my Certificate IV in Veterinary Nursing and later completed a Certifi-

cate IV in Canine Behaviour and Training.   Rob, Terry and Hendrika were very supportive of my studies.    I later took 

on the role of Puppy Trainer and for 14 amazing years conducted between 1-6 puppy classes every week.   I look back 

on that time with an incredible amount of fondness.   I met so many wonderful owners and families, and hopefully I con-

tributed in some way toward enhancing their relationship with their puppy.   It makes me a little emotional when (now) 

adult dogs approach me in the park who were former ‘students’ (so many of them still check me out for a treat). 

 

I can honestly say that working at Seaforth Vets has been the happiest and most satisfying of my working career.  It has 

been quite a privilege. 

Maria continued….. 

 

I have had the pleasure of not only working with some amazing people but having made friends with many of our clients.  

It feels like an extended family of types – many having had children that were 6 or 7 years old and would come in with 

mum or dad and their puppy or kitten.  Now they are driving mum and dad here, starting trades or tertiary study, getting 

jobs or (before COVID) heading off overseas. 

But, like us pets grow old and those pups and kittens are now elderly or sadly some have passed away – as have some 

of our older clients.  Some people have gotten new companions and of course it’s so wonderful to see them back again.  

Even those people who haven’t gone down the path of getting a new pet, I still bump into here and there – the funniest 

by far was walking into a store in downtown Los Angles only to bump into one of our lovely client’s and her daughter, we 

laughed so hard – seriously what are the chances!!  

STAFF MUSINGS continued… 



I only remember my father taking our dog to the vet twice when I was a small child, once for a sore ear and the other for 

him to be put to sleep.  That’s about all I knew about vets.  We weren’t any different to the other pet owners in our village 

– we loved our dogs, but they were dogs, I don’t even think we bothered about vaccinations.  They slept in a kennel and 

belonged outside.  There were no microchips, they ate meat and bones from the farm & the only time they got a bath 

was when they’d swim in the river.  There were definitely no jackets or booties in sight when it snowed!  Mind you this 

was rural New Zealand, so that puts it somewhat in perspective! 

 

Fast forward 30 years and my how times have changed...not only in pet ownership but also in the vet world.  Thanks to 

social media, and reality shows such as Bondi Vet and The Bionic Vet, the veterinary industry has come out of the shad-

ows and the public have become more aware of the range of care we provide and also the challenges we face.  

Veterinary care has come forward in leaps and bounds and today’s care is more about prevention than cure.  Veterinary 

specializations are broad in coverage, the techniques are more refined, the surgical procedures leading edge and veteri-

nary technology and equipment are sophisticated.  In fact, many things that were solely used on humans, like MRI’s or 

chemotherapy are now quite the norm in the vet world.  

 

With high numbers of pet ownership the veterinary industry has had to grow exponentially to keep up.  Here are a few 

examples of vet specialties that would have been met with utter disbelief and some amusement when I was growing up, 

but are now just part of the modern day vet realm…. 

 

Behaviour – Did you know there are Registered Veterinarian Specialists in Animal Behaviour and Behavioural Med-

icine?  Dr Kersti Seksel runs her practice, Sydney Animal Behaviour Service (SABS) out of our building at 55 Ethel 

Street.  She has worked with cats, dogs, horses and birds.  Some of the common problems she deals with are obsessive 

compulsive disorders (OCD), separation anxiety, fearfulness and anxiety. 

 

Dental – Did you know that sometimes braces are used on dog’s teeth?  Yes, the same as your spotty teenager 

wears!  Just like us, braces help dogs with dental issues such as malocclusions (over bites, under bites etc), preventing 

trauma to the mouth and relieve pain.  Root canal therapy and crowns are also used. 

 

Physiotherapy – Did you know that to become an animal physiotherapist you must first become a human physio?

As with us, physiotherapy can be of enormous benefit for animals and aids in faster recovery from surgery, trauma, 

sports injuries, and age-related complaints. 

 
Veterinarians, as with many professionals, must do Continuing Professional Development (CPD) to keep their medical 
knowledge current.  Nurses do the same – in fact Australia is slowly starting to follow along the American and United 
Kingdom lines offering vet nurses a degree (3 years) in Veterinary Technology.  This will allow vet nurses to take some of 
the pressure off vets by enabling them to be the animal equivalent of a human Nurse Practitioner.  Vets will be able to 
concentrate on core medical issues, look at specialising if so desired and allow possible expansion of their business, ulti-
mately offering their clients a more enhanced overall experience.   
 
So what does the future hold for Veterinary Medicine and Practice?  Technology is probably the biggest change – the 
development of wearable devices to monitor pets health, 3D printing of surgical devices, laser healing and telemedicine.  
This can only reinforce all the amazing work our vets are already doing, assisting with faster diagnoses, more accurate 
prognoses, the ability to prescribe advanced medications and ensuring better care outcomes for both pets and their own-
ers. 

CHANGING TIMES IN THE VET WORLD by Maria Scott 

A report published by Animal Medicines Australia (AMA) in 2019 found that 61% 

(3 in 5 households) of Australians have a pet – statistically one of the highest 

ownership rates in the world….. 



Getting old is not easy for any of us – our dear four legged friends included.  With the weather starting to turn cold, now 
might be the time to start thinking about how to keep your arthritic or elderly pet comfortable over the winter. 
 
As with humans arthritis affects the joints of your pets bodies.  There are two main types of arthritis, Osteoarthritis and 
Rheumatoid arthritis.  Osteoarthritis is more common and occurs (but is not limited to) middle aged to older pets.  The 
cartilage that cushions joints slowly erodes away due to old age wear and tear or injury.  Once the cartilage has been 
damaged it starts to cause pain and as the disease progresses the bones eventually start to painfully rub against each 
other.   
 
Rheumatoid arthritis is an autoimmune disease, which causes the body to attacks itself.  I t 
mostly affects the joints but may affect other areas of the body as well. 
 

Symptoms to look out for 
 
Sometimes symptoms can be overlooked as just “getting older”, but as the pain increases they 

will become more obvious.  You know your pet the best, so if you notice anything out of the ordi-

nary, you may want to consider some of the symptoms below to rule arthritis out.  

 

Limping and stiffness:  Have you noticed that your pet is favouring a particular limb or has developed a limp?  

You may notice that the limp is more pronounced immediately after they wake up, but as the day goes on becomes less 

as they begin moving about. 

Reduced mobility and activity:  You may notice that your pet doesn’t want to go on those early morning walks 

with as much gusto as they used to.  They may start out but then plop down and refuse to go any further.  This will likely 

be due to pain caused by arthritis.  You may notice that your pet is sleeping and resting more than normal as well. 

Abnormal posture & grooming:  Arthritis can also affect various parts of the spine.  You may have noticed that 

your pet has a hunched back or is sitting/lying with their legs in odd positions as they try to get comfortable.  Pets will 

often lick, chew or bite an area on their body that is causing them discomfort.  On the other hand you may notice that 

they are not grooming themselves (esp. cats) at all – this may be because it causes them pain to reach certain areas of 

their body. 
Behavioural changes:  Like us pain can cause your pet to become irritable.  You may find that they growl, yelp or 

even snap when touched or handled in a particular way. 

 

There are things that you can do at home to help your pet, small things that will have a big impact... 
 

• Heat packs and soft bedding 

• Shorter walks and avoidance of rigorous exercise 

• Prescription Diets such as Metabolic & Joint (specifically designed to control weight and improve joint health) 

• Assistance aids e.g. a ramp to help them get in and out of the car or a ramp to help them avoid walking up and down 
stairs.  Even a little set of steps beside the couch or bed so they can avoid jumping 

• Rubber booties to reduce the chance of slipping on smooth surfaces like polished wooden floors 

• Nutraceuticals e.g. fish Oil supplements like Antinol Rapid capsules (available at your vet) that provide natural anti-
inflammatories and joint support 

 
There is a wide spectrum of help and advice that your vet can provide as well... 
 

• Pentosan injections – helps to rebuild and repair cartilage, increase joint lubrication & stop the enzymes that break 
down the cartilage 

• Pain relief & anti-inflammatories - NSAID’s, gabapentin and a new class of meds called antibody therapy coming 
soon! 

• Physiotherapy - there are specialist animal physios we can refer you to 

• In severe and intractable cases - joint replacement surgery – we’d refer you to a specialist surgeon 

WINTER IS COMING - ARTHRITIS by Maria Scott 

 

Unfortunately there is no cure for this disease, but it is possible to manage it 

and keep your pet comfortable 



Capricorn 22 Dec – 19 Jan - Cat:  As a disciplined and hardworking Capricorn you need something to get your teeth 

into – a project of some kind.  Try working on your mindfulness - when you’re cleaning yourself, just clean, when you’re 

chasing the dog, just chase.  Try not to let your mind wander, just be in the moment. Really savour the look of terror 

mixed with confusion on the dog’s face when you pounce on him as he’s dreaming…mwah ha,ha! 

 
Dog:  You love learning and are keeping your paws crossed that the human has re-enrolled you for agility classes. Oh 

boy, oh boy, the excitement!  Time to focus though - you’re not going to embarrass your human again and must resist the 

urge to run into the crowd if you catch sight of a little kid throwing a ball…. 

 
Aquarius – 20 Jan – 19 Feb - Cat:  Not the cuddliest of pets, you are nonetheless extremely entertaining.  You treasure 

your independence, are eccentric and inventive.  You will need these skills this month to steer clear of the small human 

Tilly who likes to dress you up and take photos of you.  Perhaps it’s time to roam the hood and visit old friends – yes, 

what a plan - leave the dog to get dressed up instead! 

 
Dog:  Your propensity towards odd behaviour often gets you into awkward and embarrassing situations. It’s not your 

fault though, your air sign influences your natural quirkiness.  Next time your human takes you to visit his grandmother do 

NOT eat her hearing aid or hump her leg – some things are just better off left in your head as a thought. 

 
Pisces 20 Feb – 20 Mar - Cat:  More curious than most other signs you decide it’s about time to explore the room that 

you’re never allowed into.  Time to get your Ninja on and scoot through your human’s legs when they’re not looking - how 

dare they keep things from you!  Be careful not to let the dog see you – sure as eggs he will dob you in.  Your loyalty to 

your humans keeps you from moving to a house that better deserves you, but it doesn’t stop you dreaming about it.  

 
Dog:  As a water sign, summer is your favourite season - spending hours wallowing in the pool.  But winter is on the way 

now and the human will put the pool water to bed as he does this time every year.  How will you get your water fix now?  

Make plans to hop in the shower with them, be casual and play it cool - curb the desire to lick their legs – for some rea-

son they didn’t enjoy that last time you did it.  You don’t want to get banished from the bathroom again - remember the 

great toilet bowl drinking fiasco of 2019!  Keep an eye on the cat – he may be up to something. 

 
Aries 21 Mar – 20 Apr - Cat:  Work on your patience and tolerance this month.  You are ruled by Mars, the Roman god 

of war and unless you check your extreme confidence you may start to get yourself an unwanted reputation.  You may 

have to steal some of the dog’s toys or annoy him more to keep your boredom levels down and your stimulation levels 

up…….hmm, this could actually be rather good fun! 

 
Dog:  You made it through Easter without eating any chocolate and thus avoiding a visit to the vet – well done you!  Try 

not to fight with the cat even though he provokes you constantly with his competitiveness.  Try some reverse psychology 

be aloof, talk to the paw and turn the other cheek….just be careful he doesn’t swipe at it as you trot away. 

 
Taurus – 21 Apr – 20 May - Cat:  You’re a real homebody.  With chillier nights arriving you must insist on crawling under 

the blankets, taking lots of long naps and smooching with your owners.  You will be rewarded with many loving rub-

downs, head scratches and chin tickling.  This is a good time to contemplate your life and revisit your 5 year plan. 

 
Dog:  You channel your inner Labrador this month (unless you are a Labrador, then continue to be yourself) keeping a 

keen eye out for little nuggets of yum dropped by the small to medium humans of the house.  Continue with your security 

routine, you are doing a wonderful job of keeping your humans safe.  Don’t forget your self-care though, be sure to spend 

as much time in your favourite place - under Ollie’s bed with his sweet, sweet stinky socks…ah bliss! 

 
Gemini – 21 May – 20 Jun - Cat:  Gemini’s are excellent communicators and you are often to be found having a deep 

and meaningful conversation with your human.  Be careful that your curiosity doesn’t get the better of you – you don’t 

want to end up spending the weekend in the neighbour’s garage again!   

 
Dog:  You’re not one for routines – think about mixing things up a bit.  Why not try waking your human up for a late night 

stroll? You haven’t howled at the moon for such a long time now – why not try it again?  Your love of toys will draw you to 

seek out those interesting bud-like things that Ollie wears in his ears.  They look like so much fun - Ollie is always bounc-

ing up and down when he wears them.  Now...I think I saw him put them in his backpack last….. 

YOUR PET HOROSCOPE by Maria Scott 



Cancer – 21 Jun – 22 Jul - Cat:  Sensitive and loyal is what you are, but you overheard the dog telling his friends that 

you are needy and moody - purrlease!!  You are ruled by the moon which can sometimes wreak havoc with your emo-

tions.  Anyway what does that toothy potato know – his idea of deep contemplation is wondering if farts contain DNA…

need I say more?  Be confident, you are a lover, an artiste and totally fabulous. 

 
Dog:  You are a valued member of the family, which is why you are so hurt at being accidently locked out for the night. 

Your fragile feelings are upsetting your digestive system and it has left you with a very sore tummy…..or perhaps it was 

the dead bird you found in the garden last night?  You feel the cat is enjoying your pain, but you pay no attention be-

cause your humans are trying to make up for their awful oversight.  Enjoy – you deserve it!  

 
Leo – 23 Jul – 22 Aug - Cat:  You like to be noticed, cannot be told what to do and are fearless!  All gallant qualities to 

possess – your humans should be so grateful that you tolerate them, you make their family so much the better.  Enjoy 

the pampering you so rightly deserve but beware, don’t be too haughty - you need to maintain the balance, otherwise 

your humans may find you too aloof and dial back the worshipping.   

 
Dog:  Time to ruffle some feathers – or should I say cat fur! That cat needs to be brought down a peg or two.  You are, 

after all the answer to “who’s a good boy?!” Don’t let the cat take all the limelight – remember those ear buds that Ollie 

lost….what if he found them chewed up in the cat’s bed?!  Oooo, you’re as cunning as a fox!! 

 
Virgo –23 Aug – 22 Sept - Cat:  You love to look your best at all times and this month is no exception.  It’s common 

knowledge that Virgo cats are the cleanest of all pets.  You relish the trip to the cat groomer to be pampered and jujzed 

– you are particularly proud of the bow tie you get on your collar, purr, purr, purr!!! 

 
Dog:  Looking forward to those brisk walks with your humans along the beach - this will be a fun, busy month for you.  

Perhaps you might finally be able to solve why they keep throwing away the stick you so lovingly present them with.  

You don’t want to hurt their feelings, so just keep running and fetching it for them – you love them, but they are so 

goofy! 

 
Libra – 23 Sept – 22 Oct – Cat:  You are an extremely social kitty and especially love being near or preferably on your 

human.  You even like being around your doggo and when you cant be with your human, you are content to snuggle 

with your companion….even though he has bad breath and very questionable personal hygiene. 

 
Dog:  You love, love, love going in the car and you’ve noticed that your humans have their suitcases out!!  You’re keep-

ing your paws crossed that they’ll be doing a road trip.  You can’t wait to have your nose pressed up against the window 

or even better your head out the window, wind in your face, ears flapping and bugs in your teeth! 

 
Scorpio – 23 Oct – 22 Nov – Cat:  Pisces have nothing on you when it comes to curiosity – you are insatiable!  

“Curiosity killed the cat?”  Your answer to that is “yes, but satisfaction bought it back!”  The influence of your star sign is 

a paradoxical one – extreme independence but strong loyalty means your lone adventuring is always cut off by the pull 

to ensure your human is ok and hasn’t gone to bed without brushing her teeth again, sigh…. 

 
Dog:  You are both mischievous and intelligent and your humans adore this quality in you.  Do try not to give in to the 

mischief though – remember the look on your human’s face when they went to play tennis and found that you had 

chewed those little green fuzzy round things?  That hit you right in the sad feels. 

 
Sagittarius – 23 Nov – 21 Dec – Cat:  Your endless energy is odd for a cat, but you are special and love the freedom 

of the outdoors.  Roaming and playing in the pile of leaves that your human took hours to rake up with your goofy dog-

go.  He always takes it too far though and gets into trouble for making the leaves fly around in all sorts of directions.  Try 

to see the humour in it and work on not being judgemental. 

 
Dog:  You love action and adventure and look forward to going on another hike with your humans and the cat.  Such a 

happy little family and all so in tune.  It’s especially fun when your human chases you around with the thing he uses to 

make those fun leaf piles for you to jump into – oh boy, it’s your favourite game!! 

YOUR PET HOROSCOPE continued... 



 

With the launch of The Seaforth Howler 25 years ago I thought it might be fun to see what was happening out-
side of our little Seaforth bubble! 

 

5 Random World events 

• France halts Nuclear testing in Pacific  

• Egypt Divers discover the ancient port of Alexandria  

• Cuba US eases sanctions against Cuba  

• United Kindgom Prince Charles and Diana, Princess of Wales get divorced  

• USA: NASA launched the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) on November 7th 
 

5 Popular Musicians     5 Popular Films 

• Spice Girls First Number 1 "Wannabe"   Independence Day 

• Mariah Carey       Twister 

• Eric Clapton       Mission: Impossible  

• Red Hot Chilli Peppers     Jerry Maguire  

• Jamiroquai       101 Dalmatians 
 

5 Major World Political Leaders  

• Australia Prime Minister Paul Keating (up to 11 March) and then John Howard  

• Germany Chancellor Helmut Kohl 

• France President Jacques Chirac  

• General Secretary of the CPSU Boris Yeltsin 

• United Kingdom Prime Minister John Major 
 

5 Technology developments 

• DVD's Launched in Japan  

• In 12 months the number of Internet host computers goes from 1 million to 10 million  

• Windows NT 4.0 released by Microsoft  

• Internet Explorer 3 web browser released  

• The first version of the Java programming language is released  
 

The Howler:  The First Season’s Topics now on-line! 

 

Spring 1999       Summer 1999 

• “The difference with Birds” by Dr Ken Baker   “Where’d ’er get it” by Dr Ken Baker 

• “And then the dog’s head fell off” by Kath Salier  “The Paralysis Tick” by Sharon Leih 

• “The Creatures in my life this week” by Jenny Edwards “The Y2K Bug and your pet” by Dr Rob Miller 

• In Profile:  Dr Rob Miller     In Profile:  Dr Jan Williamson 
 

Autumn 2000      Winter 2000 

• “Bird Extinction” by Dr Ken Baker    “When should I take my bird to the Vet?” 

• “The Good Old Days” by Dr Jan Williamson       by Dr Ken Baker 

• “The Golden Retriever” by Leanne Hogan   “The Cocker Spaniel” by Leanne Hogan 

• “Pet Insurance” by Jenny Edwards    “Caring for Wildlife” by Ellen Schultz 
        “Kitten Kindy” by Leanne Hogan 
        In Profile:  Kath Salier 
        “Pain Management” by Mark Young 
 

25 YEARS AGO - 1996 by Maria Scott 

http://www.thepeoplehistory.com/november7th.html


 

 

Monday-Friday 

9am-12pm & 4pm –7pm 

Saturday 

9am –12 pm and 2pm—4pm 

Sunday& Public holidays 

9am-11 am 

Open 365 days 

Seaforth Veterinary Hospital 
 

55 Ethel St 
Seaforth 

NSW, 2092 
www.svh55.com.au 

 
Phone: 02-99491288 

Final Say by Maria Scott 

Congratulations to Dr Rob Miller for doing such a sterling job creating and maintaining The Howler for all these years!  A 

marvellous effort indeed, and of course a massive thank you to all past and present staff members who have also spent 

time and effort making our little newsletter so informative and entertaining.  We hope that The Howler torch will keep on 

shining well into the future.  Now that Dr Terry Collins has retired to the greener pastures of the golf links (!) Dr Rob has 

taken over the ownership of Seaforth Veterinary Hospital.  We wish Terry & his wife Maureen, a happy, healthy and ad-

venturous retirement.  

Dr Rob and his dedicated staff look forward to continuing to provide our wonderful clients and their pets the very best in 

veterinary care.   

I thought you might enjoy the following little historical (circa 1996!) snippet I found whilst poking around in the archives... 


